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SOLOMON ISLANDS RED CROSS SOCIETY 

Temotu Tsunami 

SITUATION REPORT #4 

Hazard/Incident: Earthquake/Tsunami Date:10th Feb 2013 Time: 11 pm 

Phase:RED Compiled by: Clement Manuri and Moffat Behulu 
– Planning Officers 

To: All Movement Partners, Pacific NS, National 
DM Partners, SIRCS Staff, Local Partners 

Approved by: Cameron Vudi – Disaster Manager 

# of operational days: Day 5 Next sit-rep expected: 11th 

 

Background 

At 12.12pm a 8.0 magnitude undersea earthquake occurred 33km West-Southwest of the Santa Cruz 
Islands and generated a destructive tsunami. At 12.23pm the SI Meteorological Service issued a tsunami 
warning for 5 provinces in Solomon Islands; Temotu, Malaita, Makira-Ulawa, Central and Guadalcanal. By 
1.18pm the threat to the 5 Provinces had been assessed and for Guadalcanal and Temotu this was 
downgraded to watch status. The tsunami warning remained in effect for Temotu, Makira-Ulawa and 
Malaita Provinces until 5pm on 07.02.2013. There were serious of aftershocks with three big ones. Lata 
has a population of 2,300 people. The whole Santa Cruz province has a population of 20,000 people.  

There are about 3500 people affected by the Tsunami on Santa Cruz.  

Basic Needs 

 The immediate need for adequate supply of water has become the most acute problem as a result 
of the Earthquake and the resulting Tsunami. Adequate supply of drinking, cooking and washing 
water has become profoundly scarce. Water storage facilities (e.g. water tanks) have been 
destroyed in the affected communities and the few that are available serve the most vulnerable- 
children and babies. Wells have become unusable- badly contaminated and piped water have also 
been destroyed completely. As people moved away from where they were at 12.12 p.m. on that 
fateful afternoon, they have in effect moved away to places where collecting water demands them 
more. 

 Water collecting utensils have disappeared. Mothers no longer own bottles, buckets, and 
containers to store water at home and in the kitchen, even the babies drinking bottle can’t be 
found. 

 Shelters, houses and homes have been destroyed, totally for most in the communities identified 



during assessment carried out to date, and unsuitable for human habitation for houses that remain 
partly standing. There is urgent need for assistance to be made available to bring back normalcy to 
lives of children who are having to make do with meager shelters put up since after the tsunami. 

 For people who have lost houses and homes, they have lost all beds, including mats, mattresses, 
pillows, blankets, clothing, cooking and eating utensils, food storage equipment, tools and the list 
of household belongings is complete. The little electrical appliances that a few have accumulated 
over the years have been lost. 

 Food gardens, fruit trees as well as livestock and poultry have also been destroyed as a result of 
the Tsunami. The extent and severity of inadequacy of food will be felt way into the year. The 
assessment that will commence on Monday 11th should provide good information for those with 
capacity to who might be able to provide food in the medium to longer term rather than short 
term. Staple food trees have been destroyed. Breadfruit trees are not planted in gardens, but 
around residences. It is obvious that breadfruit trees are very sensitive to salt. After less than a 
week many of the b/fruit trees are withering. It will take another 15 plus years for new trees to be 
able to sustain food needs of the people. It is inevitable that in the medium to long term food 
supply to these communities must be sustained from external sources. 

 On the ground observation and seeing the magnitude of the severity of the problems faced by the 
communities affected points to the fact that work to rehabilitate the communities is profound. 
Some have lost a lifetimes’ worth of investment and labour. The usual providers of water tanks, 
wells, houses and gardens – the fathers, have suddenly find themselves needing to work triple 
longer, triple harder, earn threefold more etc. etc. Put another way, he must rebuild the house, 
plant new gardens and food trees, dig new wells, purchase a new water tank and more can he 
manage this in the next few months to a few years. Those of us with capacity must have hearts 
warm enough longer than we normally would and have been in other places where we have 
provided similar assistance and to keep our assistance in the affected areas longer. 

 
Coordination overview 

SIRC and RC Movement Partners 

There was a teleconference organised by the International Federation of Red Cross Red Crescent office in 
Suva for Red Cross movement partners at 1:00 pm local time on 08.02.2013. This included the following 
partners; 

1. IFRC RO Suva (Ysabeau Rycx, Aurelia Balpe, Vuli Gauna, Jessie Kanhutu, Paul Grierson, Paul 
Davenport, Finau Limuloa) 

2. ICRC RO Suva (Finn Ruda) 
3. Australian Red Cross  (Supriya Mehta, Kathleen Walsh, Natasha Freeman, Steve Ray) 
4. French Red Cross  (Malek, Marie-Agnes Tur) 
5. New Zealand Red Cross (Glenn Rose, Andrew McKie, Michelle Dwight, Aaron Davy) 
6. APZ DMU, Kuala Lumpur (Michael Annear, Amir Barssoum, Paul Paredes, Christine Slater, Jasmine 

Ching, Alan Bradbury) 
 

The agenda was to update all partners on SIRC situation andPartners support capacity and updates.  The 
Minutes of the Meeting was as such: 

.  ARC has the approval to start to use AUD 250,000 from AUSAID, can be used for replenishment and 
operational costs (other costs tbc). 

· After consultations, SIRC is willing to receive AUD 10,000 as soon as possible to cover the emergency 
operational costs. 
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· NZ aircraft will not arrive in Honiara before next Thursday, not a good option for emergency NFIs at this 
stage. 

· SIRC team arrived in Lata and has found a safe place in town to stay (live/work) – precise location tbc 
during next comm. with team. 

· SIRC team has communication resources, but it is still very limited. 

· IFRC RO will deploy Paul Grierson with Sat phone from regional office to ensure back up at HQ level. 

· A lot of aftershocks are increasing the extent of damages in the Santa Cruz islands. 

· Due to communication constraints, IFRC RO, will from now, post DMIS for SIRC based on their sitreps, 
until further notice from SIRC. 

· First sitrep is expected by the end of the day. 

A point not included in the Minutes was the decision made by SIRCS SG that the NS is putting on hold the 
idea of applying for a DREF.  The idea will be discussed fully when the SIRCS team in Lata returns to 
Honiara in the next week or so. 

In Temotu 

Each morning and evening there are NDMO coordination meetings with all agencies on the ground. 
Between these times Red Cross personnel are in constant contact with field coordination team and 
sectorial counterparts from relevant agencies.  

SIRCS is coordinating logistics with World Vision 

MISSION 

Phase Red 

SIRCS is conducting a level 3 Operation 

SIRCS is expecting this DM operation to continue for minimum three months. This time period is loosely 
broken into the initial deployment team for two weeks, the second time period of 1 month and third 
period of 1.5 months.  

Based on the long-term reconstruction process that took place in Western in 2007 the complete process is 
likely to be around 18 months.  

SG has been in contact with regular program donors to communicate the impact to regular programs 

OPERATION ACTIONS 

Operation established and Logistics 

SIRCS EOC set up in Lata at the Rotary Lodge on 09.02.2013.This location has been engaged for one month 
as it is an ideal location with enough sleeping quarters for all Red Cross team. It has on-site kitchens, 



showers, independent water, phone and internet. 

Red Cross Logistics is leading the multi-agency warehouse and distribution centre at the Courthouse. 
Stocks are placed and managed by each agency, primarily Red Cross, Oxfam and World Vision.  

Considerable logistical efforts have taken place to unload the patrol boat and MV Anarvon. Further 
unloading expected from MV Anarvon tomorrow. Wharf is at risk of collapsing from constant aftershocks.  

Transport and communication structures also put in place 

Assessments 

 There was a rapid assessment done by 6 teams consisting of provincial public servants, NGOs and 
SIRC. Communities assessed were: 

Villages Initial Assess Detailed Assess 

Lata Done (07.02.13)  

Nela Done (07.02.13)  

Venga Done(07.02.13)  

Manoputi Done(07.02.13)  

Baega Done (07.02.13)  

Nea Done(07.02.13) In depth assessment will be 
conducted 11.02.2013 

Luava To be carried out 10.02.13 Yet to decide 

Malo To be carried out 10.02.13 Yet to decide 

Bwaimawa To be done on 11.02.2013 To be done on 11.02.2013 

Masoko To be done on 11.02.2013 To be done on 11.02.2013 

Nangu To be done on 11.02.2013 To be done on 11.02.2013 

Bonate To be done on 11.02.2013 To be done on 11.02.2013 

Bamoi To be done on 11.02.2013 To be done on 11.02.2013 

o  
o Initial assessments have continued with by Red Cross and other agencies on the ground. 

Information is collated by Red Cross in conjunction with PEOC. Initial assessments are usually 
conducted together with distribution of immediate relief items. Some information has been 
delivered by community leaders to the PEOC 

o Planning for more detailed assessments is underway. Two teams are expected to depart to the 
South coast, one by OBM and another by truck/foot to communities further from Lata.  

o Sectoral assessments are taking place, in particular Health, WASH, Education and Agriculture.  
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Distributions  

 In the first 24hrs of the event the Red Cross Branch in Lata distributed all of the pre-positioned 
stocks to affected communities 

 Upon arrival of the teams from Honiara, initial distributions have been made to most communities 
within range of Lata. These distributions are standardised with: 

o One collapsible 
o One tarp 
o 3x1.5L water containers 
o 6x1kg of rice 

 Further initial distributions are planned for communities accessible by boat 
 Detailed distributions will take place once detailed assessments have been completed and 

analysed 
 A request for replenishment of Red Cross stocks has been drafted and passed to the SG 

 

Indicative locations of initial distributions (full list not included) 

Villages Initial Distribution 

Tarps Water 
Container 

(10 litre) 

Bottled 
water @ 3 
pcs per HH 

Rice (1 Kg) 

@ 6 
Pkts/HH 

Lata 12 12 36 72 

Nela 43 43 129 258 

Venga 77 77 231 462 

Manoputi 49 49 147 294 

Bania 17 17 51 102 

Nea 116 116 348 696 

Luava 41 41 123 246 

Malo TBD TBD TBD TBD 

 
Emergency Shelter 

 
• Temporary shelters (Tarps- one (1) per household) were distributed during Saturday 9th February to 

communities as per table above. It has become apparent that the temporary shelters were not adequate to 
shelter all in the destroyed homes and households, as many destroyed houses (not ascertained by initial 
assessment) were homes to more than one nuclear family. 

 
Water, sanitation and hygiene (WASH) 
There was an assessment done jointly by SIRC and RWSS water engineers on 09.02.2013. 

o See report Appendix 3 
The Nomad Water Purification system arrived in Lata on 10.02.2013 and was transported to the site that was 



identified by SIRC and RWSS water engineers. It was quickly set up and purified 6000 litres of water. The two 
bladders were loaded on two vehicles and distributed in 3 different camps. 
 
There has been some challenges faced by the water team as specified below; 

1. It took almost 3 hours to fill a bladder. It is thought the pressure through the NOMAD is not strong enough 
2. Transporting the bladder and distributing to camps is very slow due to the condition of the road. 
3. There is no village close to the source therefore no guarantee of security should we decided to leave the 

machine without security. 
4. There are still aftershocks so safety wise, water team had to come back to Lata with the purification unit. 

 
Jeremie and some local volunteers will assess other sources close to camps tomorrow so that less time is spent on 
transporting the bladder. 
 
Hygiene promotion has been identified as a key issue. Red Cross hygiene promotion team has been visiting villages 
with the MoH Health team. Hygiene promotion kit to be unloaded from the MV Anarvon 11.2.13 and messaging will 
begin immediately 
 
Restoration of Family Links (RFL) 

• SIRC will establish additional support for RFL from its forward base in Lata. So far messages have been given 
out with contacts and location which is the SIRC EOC (Rotary Lodge). 

• Consultations are being made with the Lata Telekom to provide landline connection to serve this purpose 
from the SIRC EOC office at Lata (Rotary Lodge) 

• Press release for Honiara has been updated and local messaging developed in both English and pidgin. Once 
the phone line is connected the messaging will be shared.  

 
Psychosocial Support 

o Red Cross identified the need for psychosocial support for communities that have lost everything, evident 
trauma.  

o Red Cross discussed the need with the MoH and other partners who are interested in mobilising a team to 
support this need 

o Red Cross to follow up conversations and consider a psychosocial trainer come to share information with all 
agency personnel interacting with villages. As well as support to agency personnel affected.  

 
Beneficiary Communication 

o Red Cross has drafted a plan of action that focuses around regular information for affected communities. 
This will be provided by visiting teams to village leaders and placed on the community noticeboard.  

o Content suggestions include hygiene promotion messaging, information about RC principles, RFL 
information etc 

 

ADMINISTRATION 

Finances 

 SIRCS DM Team has drafted a budget for the deploying team to cover all costs for two weeks. This 
has depleted the SIRCS Relief Fund 

 Team in the field has submitted a budget for the month starting 18th of February 

 A long-term budget for the operation will need to be drafted upon completion of detailed 
assessments 

 SIRCS is in contact with business houses and international governments that are offering financial 
assistance.  

 SIRCS has confirmed funding from Ausaid, Gov. of Taiwan and ANZ Bank 
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Vehicles & Boats in Lata. 

 SIRC team in Lata have engaged two vehicles (8 ton and 2 ton) to be used for distribution of water 
to the camps and affected communities. 

 One SIRCS 75 HP and canoe arrived in Lata on 10.02.2013 on board the MV Arnavon; this will be 
used to access outer islands and communities on Santa Cruz as the outboard motor engine used by 
SIRCS Branch Lata was out of action before the disaster and its boat has been lost in the tsunami. 

 SIRCS has access to two motorbikes belonging to its Branch Office at Lata. 

 PEOC have also engaged two 3 ton trucks for the operation. 

 Fuel and drivers have been allocated for each transports 

 

COMMAND & COMMUNICATION 

Command 

 SIRCS EOC is fully operational in Lata 

 SIRCS DM Operational structure is in effect. Disaster Manager (Acting) Cameron Vudi is leading the 
operation, supported by Disaster Manager – Deputy Hotoravu Alenge 

o Refer to Appendix 1 

 All regular SIRCS business should be directed to the SG as usual  

 There are now 10 Red Cross personnel in Lata supporting the 3 Red Cross local staff. Among the 
team from Honiara are Tim McInerny (Disaster Management/OD delegate, ARC) and Jeremie 
Lavastre (Water Engineer, FRC).  The remaining 4 SIRC personnel from Honiara have arrived in 
Lata on the 10th Feb.  There are also 13 local volunteers and VDRC members who have joined the 
Red Cross team.  In total 30 personnel working with Red Cross on Santa Cruz.  

 Visibility items have been requested from Honiara e.g. branded t-shirts, stickers and flags 

Communication 

 ALL DISASTER MANGEMENT PARTNERS  - Please send all correspondence to Joanne Zoleveke & 
Cameron Vudi – available 24hrs a day 

 All provincial communication to Disaster Manager at the SIRC EOC Lata. 

o Internet (though slow) has been set-up at the Red Cross EOC 

o Incoming phone line established and outgoing expected 11.2.13 

 The repeater has been set up and now in operation since 09.03.2013, there are 11 VHF handsets. A 
handset is positioned at the PEOC. This has been very effective in terms of communication among 



teams with Lata Township. 

 There are 4 satellite phones in Lata SIRC EOC. This is to be given out to teams going out in the field. 

Capacity Building 

 SIRCS is up skilling HQ EOC team in operational roles and responsibilities, there was a 
presentation done on the 09.02.2013 for new staff and volunteers on about the function of the EOC 
(SIRC). 

 There will be a two hours session for new volunteers and ERT members on 11th Feb. The team will 
then get into two teams to do initial and in depth assessment 6 communities between Nonia and 
Bonete. 

 More volunteers are currently being identified and engaged to assist in the distribution, 
assessment and other works that is profoundly wanting as a result of the disaster.  

Safety 

 Red Cross team has a safety plan for significant shakes. Although the Rotary building is on lower 
ground it is further away from the ocean and easily accessible to the hill. It was not affected by the 
tsunami.  

 Regular tremors are causing a little bit of nausea. Some levels of concern. Generally the team has 
transitioned from running outside during every shake to not blinking an eye. Though there is no 
complacency about bigger shakes 

 Long days will take its toll on the team. So far the team morale is high even though some people 
are tired. Team is supporting itself well, including the BO who’s house was destroyed.  
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APPENDIX 1: ORG STRUCTURE 

 

SIRCS Structure for Temotu Earthquake Operation 

All based in Lata, Temotu (local personnel to be inputted) 

Disaster Manager 
(Cameron) 

Ops O./Liaison 
Temotu 

(George) 

Logistics Officer  
(Geria) 

Plan/Tracing TL 
(Moffat) 

Planning Officer  
(Clement) 

Facilities/Transport 
 Unit (Ezekiel 

3.18 

Technical Assist. 
(Tim) 

Water TL 
(Jimmy) 

Hygiene TL 
(Hexley) 

Assessm. TL 
(Ogier) 

Deputy DM 
(Hoto) 

Water T.Assist. 
(Jeremie) 

Assessm. TM 
(Jocquim) 

Assessm. TM 
(Ama) 

Shelter. TL 
(Enley) 

Hygiene TM 
(Wilson) 

Distrib. TL/Liais 
(Abraham) 

Distrib. Tm 
(Stella) 

Assess. TM 
(Maria) 

Shelter. TM 
(Ronsy) 



 

 

 

 

 

 

SIRCS Structure for Temotu Earthquake Operation 

HQ Support 

Logistics Officer  
(Cyril) 

SG/Liaison (Joanne) 

3.18 

Finance Unit  
(Jo Jo) 

Media Liaison 
(Niniu) 

EOC Support  
(Luke) 

Technical Assist. 
(Finance Delegate) 

Technical Assist. 
(Logs Delegate 

HQ Support 
(Bryan) 

HQ Support 
(Cathy) 
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APPENDIX 2:  KEY CONTACTS FOR SIRCS 

To: ALL DISASTER MANGEMENT PARTNERS 

Please send all correspondence to Joanne Zoleveke (Honiara) & Cameron Vudi (Temotu) 

Name Role – During 

operation 

Role – usually Location for 

operation 

Primary 

Contact 

Email 

Joanne Zoleveke National Liaison Secretary General Honiara 7499662 secgen@redcross.org.sb 

Cameron Vudi Disaster Manager Disaster Manager (acting) Temotu 7492148 disastermgr@redcross.or

g.sb 

Hotoravu Alenge Deputy Disaster 

Manager 

First Aid Coordinator Temotu 7556945 firstaid@redcross.org.sb 

Clement Manuri Planning Officer Deputy Secretary General Temotu 7401944 depsecgen@redcross.org.

sb 

Geria Lepping Logistics Officer Logistics Coordinator Temotu 7638891 geria1984@gmail.com 

Cyril Bakale Facilities/Transport Unit Logistics Officer Honiara 7529046 log.tbr2@gmail.com  

Tim McInerny Technical Assistant  DM/OD Delegate Temotu 7686866 tmcinerny@redcross.org.

au 

 



APPENDIX 3:  

WASH Assessment report 
 

Earthquake and tsunami 
 

Lata- Temotu 
 
Date: 10/02/2013 
 

1. Characteristics of spring: 
 
The water supply network of Lata gets the drinking water from this spring. It’s an open area with big pool. 
Please find some characteristics below : 

- Pool capacity: 500 m^3 (Average) (20 m*25 m*1 m) 
- Location: 20 minutes from Lata 

 
Issues: 

- Inlet pipe of the water network is now on the ground (It Broke down) 
- No treatment of water before pumping water out (Except inlet filter) 
- Spare parts needed for generator (It has broken for 2 weeks, they cannot fill the 2 water tanks 

anymore) 
- Open area –Pollution expected 

 
Water network: Main line: 

- There are 2 main lines (1 for Lata + 1 for villages along the sea) 
- There are 2 * 40 m^3 water tanks (1 for Lata + 1 for villages along the sea) 
- Leakages expected (the 40 m^3 water tank get empty in 2/3 hours ???) 

 
Water testing: Some testing have been done the 9th of February 2013 by Jeremie Lavastre 
 

Testing Unit Qu Standards Comments 

Turbidity NTU ??? <5 < 1 NTU before earthquake, >5 NTU after 

Taste   ok     

Smell   ok     

Conductivity µS/cm 400 <1400   

Ph   7.2 6.4-8.5   

Iron mg/ml 0.05 <0.1   

 
2. Immediate solutions: 
- Clean the pool where the spring is located (Get branches and trees out) 
- Rebuild the small bridge with rocks and stones 
- Set up a Nomad water pumping station (SIRCS equipment) 

 
3. Longer-term solutions: 
- Lift the inlet pipe up 
- Change filter 
- Rebuild new pillar in concrete 
- Check main lines if any leakages 
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4. Standards and water needed 

 
Population - IDPs 
(Nb of people) - 

Estimation* 
(NDMO +Ministry 

of heath 
09/02/2013) 

Minimum water 
demand standard - 

SPHERE (l/pers/day) 

WHO standard 
(l/pers/day) - 

Normal 
situation 

Minimum water 
capacity needed/day 

(m^3) 

Average water capacity 
needed/day (m^3) - 

Normal situation 

3000 15 50 45 150 

 
Minimum Full 
Water tanks 

needed (3000 
l) 

Full water tanks 
needed (3000 l)- 
Normal situation 

15 50 

 

Capacity of NOMAD 
water pumping station 

(l/hour) - Including 
pumping + treatment 

Capacity of NOMAD 
water pumping station 

(m^3/day) - day = 8 
hours 

5000 40 

 
Conclusion 
We need another NOMAD water pumping station (Capacity of 2 NOMADs/day = 80 
m ^3) 
 
We need more than 15 water tanks/bladders of 3000 l (I suggest 20 for the 
beginning) 
 
We need complete set of stand taps connected to the water tank/bladders 
 
Because the water supply network is running out, population of Lata and villages 
located along the sea should have a big need in terms of drinking water very soon 
(Total population > 3500 IDPs) 

 
 

 

 

 


